Tilly's Army on the Danube
March 1632

**Imperial Infantry**
- Beck Infantry Regiment (12 cos)
- Contreras Infantry Regiment (8 cos)
- Farenbach Infantry Regiment (6 cos)
- Merode-Varoux Infantry Regiment (4 cos)
- Ritterberg Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Savelli Infantry Regiment (10 cos)
- Baldiron Infantry Regiment (? cos)
- Witzleben Infantry Regiment (? cos)

**League Infantry (all Bavarian):**
- Comargo Infantry Regiment (? cos)
- Alt-Tilly Infantry Regiment (? cos)
- Jung-Fürstenberg Infantry Regiment (1 co)
- Pappenheim Infantry Regiment (7 cos)
- Reinach Infantry Regiment (? cos)
- Wahl Infantry Regiment (11 cos)

**Imperial Horse:**
- Merode-Varoux Arquebusier Regiment (5 cos)
- Bucquoy Cuirassier Regiment (3 cos)
- Croatian Irregular Light Horse (5 cos)
- General Quartermaster's Cuirassier Company

**League Horse:** (All Bavarian, except Blankhart which was Cologne)
- Billehe Cuirassier Regiment (9 cos)
- Blankhardt Cuirassier Regiment (5 cos)
- Cratz Cuirassier Regiment (2 cos)
- Cronberg Cuirassier Regiment (13 cos)
- d'Espagnogne Cuirassier Regiment (6 cos)
- Jakob Pugger Cuirassier Regiment (5 cos)
- Otto H. Pugger Croatian Irregular Light Cavalry Regiment (4 cos)
- Hasslang Cuirassier Regiment (2 cos)
- Merode-Gehoy Cuirassier Regiment (5 cos)
- Kalkenthal's Independent Cavalry Company
  Independent Dragoon Companies (3 cos)

Total: 16,706 foot and 5,312 horse.

Notes: This order of battle should be good for the Battle of the Lech, April 1632, but there may have been some detachments. The League Cavalry Regiments Hasslang & Merode-Gehoy were not located on the unit lists. The Baldiron, Witzleben, Comargo, and Alt-Tilly Infantry Regiments, Bucquoy Cuirassiers and three of the croatian horse companies saw some detached service and may not have served at the Battle of the Lech, April 1632.